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Abstract

The explainability of AI has aroused much interest and attention for a long time.
With the boosting of model size and parameters, it seems to be increasingly difficult
to give a concrete explanation of how models work, and AI models are acting as if
"black-boxes". However, unexplainable AI techniques may bring potential risks,
including the misalignment between AI and humans, the weird phenomena such as
hallucination, and the uncontrollable value systems of AIs along with the resulting
behaviors. Therefore, how to design explainable AI (XAI) systems has become a
serious problem to be solved. In this essay, we introduce some major problems in
designing XAI systems and propose possible solutions accordingly.

1 Introduction

With the increasing model size and the deepening network structure, the explainable AI (XAI)
technique has become a serious problem to be resolved. Although existing deep neural networks and
huge models have achieved great performance in solving tasks and making decisions, these models
are usually lacking in explainability [11]. Most of the times we do not know what is happening in the
"black-boxes", nor do we understand how they make decisions from those latent variables.

The existing unexplainability has brought many concerns and problems. One early example is
that vanilla deep neural networks are lacking in adversarial robustness [27]. Another is that the
misalignment between AI and humans makes it difficult for those embodied agents to think and act
like human, and to make decisions in humans’ situations. Moreover, trustworthy large models are
far from being realized due to some drawbacks and shortcomings of large models. For instance, the
phenomenon of hallucination of large language models (LLMs) make them not stable and reliable
sometimes, thus preventing humans from trusting them.

In this essay, we discuss the major problems and challenges remaining to be resolved in current
research. We also try to propose possible solutions to tackle these challenges, with both tentative
approaches and potential strengths or limitations. Our discussion will revolve around the aim towards
an XAI world.

2 Problems, Challenges, Solutions, and Opportunities

In this section, we list several problems and challenges relevant to XAI in the existing studies, and
propose some potential solutions.

2.1 The Adversarial Robustness in Deep Learning

A typical example of adversarial attacking happened in the setting of classification of visual images.
Ian et al. [10] tried to attack a trained classifier using a specially designed noise. The original image
added with the noise showed no obvious abnormalities from the perspective of human observations,
but would lead to the classifier’s wrong classifications (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: An attacking example from Ian et al. [10]. The trained model would classify a normal image into a
correct category, but would classify the image added with aggressive noises into a totally wrong category, with a
significant confidence.

In the aspect of optimization, there have been much previous work aimed at designing defensive
algorithms [21, 31, 33], most of which focused on mathematical derivation. Another novel method,
adversarial training [4], was proposed to intrinsically enhance the robustness. However, such methods
can be weak in generalizability, which is an unresolved issue.

From our perspective, the instability when facing an adversarial attack can actually reflect the model’s
sensitivity to small disturbances. The reason why these models cannot distinguish these images after
small perturbations is that they do not truly understand and master the abstract concepts of these
objects. Hence, there should be an alignment between these concepts and these images (or other
carriers), but not the implicit variables (such as the tensor used to store the image).

In terms of such alignment, one idea is to leverage the emergence capability of large models with
massive amount of data. For instance, large language models and large vision generative models
have demonstrated marvelous ability of emergence [1, 29]. Another idea is to design a proper
computational model to learn the representations of the concepts in daily lives. Although there
has been much previous work in the human-level learning [15, 35], few of the studies focus on
computational frameworks, remaining an unresolved challenge. Following the principle in physiology,
learning a new concept may be accompanied by the formation of new neurons and new connections
[8]. Similarly, the connection and interruption of neurons in a neural network can be reflected in
the weight of the parameters. Through learning and training, the magnitude of these parameters can
demonstrate the tightness of each connection. This may provide a possible way of explaining the
deep neural networks.

2.2 The Alignment between Humans and Embodied AI

In an embodied environment, intelligent agents are asked to act as humans in the real world, including
navigation, exploration, interaction with objects, and making decisions. However, why do agents
engage in such behaviors still needs explaining. Existing embodied environments [24, 26] can only
achieve alignment between vision, language, and physical simulation, which is a low-level alignment.
By contrast, a higher-level alignment asks the alignment between agents and humans, i.e., the agents
should determine all the behaviors standing at the same situation as humans do.

There has been a few researches on human-robot alignment. Li et al. [18] modeled human-AI
alignment in teaming using a dynamic game theory approach. Harland et al. [12] studied the alignment
in goal-conditioned reinforcement learning when there were multiple objects as goals. Gabriel et al.
[9] focused on the cases where agents should be in line with humans in the value system.

In our proposal, the alignment in embodied environments mainly consists of two parts - the alignment
in the level of cognition (physically) and the alignment in the value system (mentally). The cognitive
alignment can be considered as inferring the intention of humans, which requires strong insight and
the ability of reasoning. On the other hand, the alignment in the value system may require learning
from massive amount of common sense, obtaining a value system similar to humans.
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2.3 Towards a Unified Human-AI Collaboration

In robotics and the similar areas, one of the abilities that intelligent agents must be equipped with is
to collaborate with humans [28]. However, how agents can cooperate with humans in a teamwork
remains unexplained.

In this area, previous typical attempts [7, 23] were to design intelligent agents to assist humans
playing in the Overcooked environment [6] (Figure 2). However, in these attempts, agents usually
served as assistants to aid humans, without their subject status. In another example, RoCo [20] was a
proposed benchmark constructing a setting of multi-robot collaboration, which introduced robotics
into multi-agent systems. However, RoCo utilized LLMs as upstream decision-makers, while the
downstream used a module of motion planning [16]. This further reduces explainability.

Figure 2: The Overcooked environment used in Carroll et al. [7]. "H" denotes human and "AI" denotes agents,
leveraging human-AI collaboration to solve multiple tasks in the environment.

Accordingly, we propose that the subject status of intelligent agents should be emphasized in a unified
human-AI collaboration scenario. In other words, we should let the agents take the initiative, but not
serving as assistants following instructions. What we should do is to enhance the emotional quotient
of agents, making them to find things to be done themselves.

Another track lies in the methods used in training these agents. Existing methods focused on opti-
mizing a specific and even pre-defined function, thus lacking explainability. Although the designed
optimization objectives can be explained by human prior knowledge, the results of the optimization
can be far from our imagination. One idea is to make each agent explore for their own implicit
potential function, which is used to represent their certain features, such as personality. With these
explored representations, agents can develop their own personalities, explain their own decisions, and
further learn how to collaborate with humans.

2.4 Satisfactory and Trustworthy LLMs

In the era of AIGC, more and more people begin to seek help from large generative models. However,
sometimes the performances of these generative models are not satisfactory, making them not reliable
enough. In this section, we mainly discuss the unsatisfactory of large language models (LLMs) as an
example, with the already-taken and future-possible solutions.

Large language models have been found to have many capability boundaries in various domains.
For instance, Arkoudas et al. [2] claimed that GPT-4 [22], which stands for the most capable model
among existing LLMs, cannot truly reason. By contrast, GPT-4 was found to solve many other tasks
pretty well, such as decision making, information searching, and deliberation [5]. Another common
but serious phenomena is that LLLMs have the tendency of hallucination [3]. A recent work aimed to
benchmark Large Language Models as AI research agents, but encountered the cases where LLMs
were hallucinating [13]. Sometimes Large Language Models would make bad plans during some
certain steps in the research process. After being pointed out where they did it poorly, their next
decision was claimed to have been improved, but with no modification at all.

To tackle such problems, a natural idea is to make LLMs report their process of critical thinking.
Therefore, Chain-of-Thought [30] was proposed to add an intermediate thought as prompting, aimed
to enhance the emergence capacity of LLMs. In terms of the scenarios in which LLM-based agents
interact with the environment, ReAct [34] and Reflection [25] could help LLMs reflect during the
interaction.
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Besides, limited by some closed-source black-box models, researchers have been exploring new
methods towards prompt-tuning [17], which intends to optimize the input prompt to achieve better
results. For instance, P-tuning [19] was universally effective across a wide range of model scales
on natural language understanding tasks. Later, such methods were generalized to other relevant
domains, such as prompt tuning in decision-transformers [14, 32]. One of the great advantages is that
these methods are parameter-efficient, thus saving resources for training.

In our perspective, working on the input prompts can indeed be the most effective way to tackle such
challenges, especially for those closed-source black-box models. Therefore, how to design plausible
and effective prompts to make LLMs explain their behaviors and enhance the performances, can be a
vital research area in the foreseeable future.

3 Conclusion

In this essay, we reviewed the development of explainable AI (XAI) techniques. With the discussion
of the existing problems and major challenges, we propose several possible solutions based on
marvelous previous work. Through these discussions, we aim to tackle the problems and challenges
via such solutions, stepping towards an XAI world with great explainability of AI techniques.
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